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A recent comprehensive TIAA survey of financial 
wellness plan participant perceptions may be 
helpful to plan sponsors who have, or are 
considering implementing, a wellness plan for their 
employees. 

Employees’ definition of financial wellness varies 
considerably: “having the means to take care of 
your family and others” (53%), “not worrying about 
money or debts” (51%), and “feeling protected 
financially from life’s unexpected events” (51%), 
well ahead of retirement financial security (36%). 
Also, they rank the “ability to pay monthly bills without difficulty” (38%) and “having a reliable source of income” 
(38%) ahead of being on track with retirement savings (16%) when asked about their current priorities for securing 
financial wellness. 

Interestingly, the TIAA survey found most people don’t consider retirement planning as a component of their 
financial wellness. However, 57% of respondents are interested in learning more about retirement planning through 
an employer financial wellness program. Many employees feel that it is difficult to focus on their retirement when 
there are more immediate pressing needs. “The most impactful financial wellness programs help address both 
short-term and long-term goals since they are linked together.” according to Snezana Zlatar, senior managing 
director and head of financial wellness advice and innovation at TIAA. 
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Employees who have participated in a wellness program appear to be much more confident about their progress 
on key markers of good retirement planning in areas of being able to retire when they want to (54% vs. 32%), afford 
the retirement lifestyle they want (54% vs. 29%), and live comfortably in retirement without running out of money 
(50% vs. 29%). 

Some obstacles to employees who choose not to engage with a financial wellness program include: 

Worried about hidden costs or fees – 27%; Don’t want to disclose finances/issues to employer – 25%; Wouldn’t be 
as effective as offerings you could find on own – 20%, Don’t think offerings would make a difference – 17%. 

These impediments can be mitigated through targeted, ongoing education about the benefits, confidentiality of 
financial information, explicit cost reporting and recognition of a diverse employee population. 

Zlatar says, “Whether employees are interested in guaranteed income for life or help managing their federal student 
loans, we’ve seen that increased flexibility in benefits, more financial education and personalized advice ultimately 
lead to better outcomes and increased feelings of financial wellness,” 

The TIAA “Financial Wellness Survey” was conducted online from October 22 to November 3, surveying 3,008 
Americans ages 18 and older on a broad range of financial management issues and topics. 

Contact your MCF Advisors Plan Consultant with questions or to discuss employee financial wellness initiatives. 

Link to Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America (TIAA) survey: 
https://www.tiaa.org/public/pdf/2022_financial_wellness_survey_final_results.pdf 
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Although not legally required by ERISA, a retirement plan 
committee charter is a very important document for plan 
governance that may help fiduciaries avoid potential 
liabilities. Committee Charters are one effective way to 
“evidence” intent of prudent plan management. Having a 
charter is a “best practice” that all plan sponsors should 
seriously consider. 

Your committee charter is the road map for fiduciary 
oversight of the plan. They document the delegation of 
responsibilities to co-fiduciaries from the plan’s named 
fiduciary (oftentimes the organization itself, as represented by the board of directors, owner, or other controlling 
individual or entity). In turn, it is a best practice to have these fiduciaries acknowledge in writing that they formally 
accept the responsibilities delegated to them. This documentation helps to properly bracket which individuals are 
responsible for which fiduciary responsibilities and the timeframe for which they are responsible. 

An investment committee charter should reference the design, adoption, and regular review of a plan’s investment 
policy statement, which sets forth processes and guidelines for how plan fiduciaries will select and monitor 
investments. 

A retirement “steering committee” charter would delineate the administrative responsibilities required of the plan 
administrator in overseeing the plan. If the plan does not have a separate investment committee, the steering 
committee should also include investment responsibilities. A retirement steering committee charter will typically 
encompasses additional responsibilities for the plan oversight of testing, oversight of service providers, and 
determination of reasonableness of fees. 

 

 

EVERY PLAN SHOULD HAVE A COMMITTEE CHARTER  
AND HERE’S WHY 
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The Retirement Learning Center says the charter should cover the following points: 

• What authority does the committee have? 
• What is the committee’s purpose? 
• How is the committee structured? 
• Who may serve on the committee? 
• How are committee members replaced? 
• How will the committee delegate authority? 
• How will the committee assign responsibilities and duties? 
• How frequently will the committee meet? 
• What procedures will the committee follow? 
• What are the standing agenda items and how are new topics introduced? 
• What is the process for selecting and managing plan service providers? 
• What reporting will the committee do and to whom? 

 
Charters are very helpful for ensuring that all committee members understand their responsibilities and that nothing 
slips through the cracks. 
 
MCF offers a prototype Committee Charter to clients that is designed to be flexible, comprehensive, and easy to 
use.   
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For many years the investment advisory community has proposed that if retirees withdrew their retirement assets 
at the rate of approximately 4% annually there is a high probability that assets would last to normal life expectancy1.  

The 4% “rule” is not a one-size-fits-all solution, and there are several variables to consider, but it could at least provide 
a starting point to be adjusted based on individual circumstance. 

This starting point is based on actuarial tables and thousands of return-based scenarios. The rule determined that 
a 65-year-old retiree withdrawing at the rate of 4% annually (inflation adjusted) had a high likelihood of not outliving 
their retirement assets based on current life expectancy, assuming no portfolio changes. 

However, in previous generations retirees could live 
off bond portfolios that yielded 4% to 5%. Currently, 
10-year bond yields are closer to 1.5%, producing 
potential negative returns after inflation. As we begin 
2022, we see annual inflation is close to 7% annually 
for 2021. As a result, it becomes appropriate to 
review these basic assumptions.  

Based on Morningstar’s research, the projected 
starting safe withdrawal rate for the next 30 years is 
2.7% for assets in a cash account. The highest safe 
withdrawal rate is 3.3% for portfolios with 40% to 60% in stocks. But even so, if you retire soon, this fixed withdrawal 
rate is not certain as there is much uncertainty about inflation and potential market volatility. 

Any current projection should assume potential variability in income from year to year. One approach worthy of 
consideration and that can lead to a higher rate gives retirees an opportunity to increase the subsequent year’s 
withdrawal when the portfolio has done better than projected and to reduce withdrawals when underperforming. 

1Source: https://www.schwab.com/resource-center/insights/content/beyond-4-rule-how-much-can-you-safely-spend-retirement 

 

RETIREES’ RETIREMENT ASSET WITHDRAWAL RATE: WILL 

YOUR MONEY LAST? 

https://www.schwab.com/resource-center/insights/content/beyond-4-rule-how-much-can-you-safely-spend-retirement
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Certainly, this is a difficult time to project long range withdrawal rates and the current bond market is not as reliable 
as in the past, but the S&P 500 in 2021 did end up 26.9%, which virtually no one projected. 

Bottom line…don’t simply assume the “old law” of 4% withdrawal rates going forward. Assess your retirement 
income needs and adjust as appropriate going forward. Consider current portfolio alterations, acknowledge fixed 
vs. discretionary expenses, and be flexible but diligent in your retirement planning. You may want to seek 
professional advice if you are close to retirement. An error in planning, at this stage, can be more costly than this 
potentially transitory inflation and bond yield environment. 

If you are not near retirement…. save more so you are more likely to withstand future unexpected financial events 
and have a wonderful retirement experience. 

 

MCF is launching the Pre-Retiree Academy 2022 on March 16th to help participants bring together the skills, 
tools, and creativity to tackle the challenges many are facing 5-7 years out from retirement (including draw-
down planning!). Participants can enroll at www.mcfadvisors.com/pre-retiree-academy  

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE INFORMATION 

MCF Advisors, LLC (“MCF”) is a SEC registered investment adviser. Registration as an investment adviser does not imply a certain 
level of skill or training. The oral and written communications of an adviser provide you with information about which you determine 
to hire or retain an adviser. More information about the adviser can also be found by visiting: https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/. This is not 
intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. MCF may only transact business in those 
states in which it is registered, or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration requirements. Please remember that past 
performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be 
no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments 
and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by MCF), or any non-investment related content, made reference to 
directly or indirectly in this blog/newsletter will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be 
suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions 
and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume 

http://www.mcfadvisors.com/pre-retiree-academy
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that any discussion or information contained in this blog/newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized 
investment advice from MCF. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue 
discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her choosing. 
MCF is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion of this content should be construed as legal or 
accounting advice. A copy of MCF’s current written disclosure statement and customer relationship summary (“Form CRS”) 
discussing our advisory services and fees continues to remain available upon request. The scope of the services to be provided 
depends upon the needs of the client and the terms of the engagement. If you are a MCF client, please remember to contact MCF, in 
writing, if there are any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of 
reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or services.  


